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Singapore’s investment and long history of involvement in the oil industry has been a
major factor in the development of its economy. In the 272-page book 'Singapore, The
Energy Economy: From The First Refinery To The End Of Cheap Oil, 1960 to 2010
(http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415686754/)' by Ng Weng Hoong, he
traced the evolution of Singapore’s economy over a 50-year period beginning from
1960, showing how energy has been a powerful but little noticed thread in the country’s
rise from a struggling Third World country to an affluent city-state it is today.
Indeed, modern Singapore “owes much of its economic takeoff to its huge bets on the
energy sector,” wrote Ng, who as the editor of trade publication EnergyAsia,
(http://www.energyasia.com/) has chalked up some 25 years of work in this field. In
this book commissioned by the International Trading Institute@SMU
(http://www.smu.edu.sg/centres/iti/index.asp), Ng argues that increasing global energy
demand coupled with shrinking supply of cheap oil and gas will place Singapore at a
crossroads where it has to radically modify its economic model or face decline and even
collapse.
According to a broad account by Ng, Singapore’s early investments in oil refineries and
related infrastructure like shipyards and storage terminals enabled the country to build up its expertise in oil trading,
handling and blending, as well as rig and offshore equipment design and construction. This led Singapore to become
a global centre for oil refining and trading – efforts that are still reaping dividends for the country. The emergence of
an oil refining and supply sector from 1960 to 1974 transformed the struggling country and gave it the foundation for
industrial lift-off.
The new capabilities spun off a vibrant paper oil market and petrochemicals manufacturing, and boosted the financial
sector, which, combined with Singapore’s strategic geographical location, propelled it to become a world leading oil
trading and supply, energy financing, bunkering and maritime centres. However, Ng also noted that Singapore has
failed to create any upstream company of significance.
Power and growth
The development of power and natural gas sectors have grown in tandem with the increasing demands of
Singapore’s energy needs. “Where energy is concerned, Singapore’s preoccupation and objective has been with
securing supplies cheaply to sustain its economic growth,” Ng wrote.
With rapid population growth, rising more than 20% in the last decade to over five million within an area of 700
square kilometres, alongside other demands for space from commercial and industrial activities, Singapore is one of
the world’s fastest growing and most densely populated cities – surpassing even Hong Kong.
Now, with this concentration, comes an “increased vulnerability to socio-economic and political shocks if the
supplies of energy and natural resources are disrupted or becomes too costly on scarcity or inflationary concerns.”
Ng questioned if energy-hungry projects such as the integrated resorts and the nascent motor sports industry are
increasing the dependence on energy instead of preparing the country to deal with the longer term threats of supply
scarcity.
He questions some of Singapore’s initiatives for sustainable development, such as clean energy, energy efficiency
measures and the creation of a smart grid as being incomplete, riddled with uncertainties and costly. Conservation
has been severely under-rated and misunderstood, and therefore does not feature as a serious policy option.
Nuclear energy has, instead, been placed on the national agenda as a potential energy source.
However, with the recent Fukushima nuclear plant reactor meltdowns still fresh on people's minds, questions have
arisen whether Singapore, given its small size and its recent track record at crisis management, can survive a
nuclear disaster. The country's strategic position on the narrow Straits of Malacca, which has, since historical times,
aided its growth as an entrepot, might end up as an Achilles heel. It is not inconceivable that ships carrying uranium
or nuclear waste through its congested waters could be an accident waiting to happen or an easy target for
terrorists or pirates, Ng opined.
Power tripping
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Given that a key ingredient for the Singapore economic model is the availability of cheap energy, Ng wrote about
“peak oil” and its implications for the country. Peak oil is when the world’s oilfields collectively reach their maximum
rate of extraction and subsequently goes into permanent decline.
Shrinking supplies married with rising demand caused by a growing global population will lead to an increasingly costly
barrel of crude, he explained. "Can the world afford the next barrel of oil, which is becoming harder and costlier to
find, extract, refine, distribute and sell?” Even industry practitioners, such as Hassan Marican, the former CEO and
president of Petronas, Malaysia’s state owned oil major, have noted that the oil industry have shifted from “a high-
price, high-cost” to a “low-price, high-cost” environment.
To find more exploitable oil fields, oil companies are drilling deeper and deeper, and taking on greater risks, as shown
by the massive Gulf of Mexico oil leak last year. Even with the vast expertise of experienced deepwater operators
such as BP and Haliburton, “the best minds under-estimated and did not fully anticipate the challenges of operating
in difficult uncharted terrain.” Today, the full cost of the disaster, including the environmental and marine impact, in
addition to the loss of lives, have yet to be fully tabbed and comprehended.
Ng contends that the negative externalities associated with oil have yet to be fully priced into each barrel. It will
eventually be captured as governments and stakeholders will seek to increase regulation and supervision over such
high-risk activities to prevent future accidents. Add in human rights abuses, war crimes and climate change as part
of the cost of producing oil – over and above intensifying global competition – and oil prices will escalate to
unprecedented levels.
Branches of the German and US military establishments recognise this and have issued separate intelligence warnings
on the future of oil. A February 2010 US Joint Force Command report said: “While it is difficult to predict precisely
what economic, political, and strategic effects such a shortfall might produce, it surely would reduce the prospects
for growth in both the developing and developed worlds. Such an economic slowdown would exacerbate other
unresolved tensions, push fragile and failing states… toward collapse, and perhaps have serious economic impact on
both China and India.” For Singapore, with its position as a price-taker of oil, the ramification of such an outcome is
clearly massive.
Conservation or conspiracy?
For anybody with an interest on the future of the energy industry, the possibility of “peak oil” happening -- which
broadly refers to the point in time when oil production begins a terminal decline -- is something that is gaining
traction. In his book, Ng expressed concerns that Singapore has not yet formulated a policy position to cope with
peak oil. Indeed, Ng worries that as recently as November 2010, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong suggested in a
speech at the Singapore International Energy Week that he does not view peak oil as a real threat: “Time and again
experts have warned that oil and gas deposits will soon be depleted and they calculate the year beyond which
mankind will be out of oil and gas. But such talk of peak oil has been proven wrong many times in the past. They
may yet prove mistaken again because each time you think you have run out, oil companies have discovered not
just new reserves but also developed new ways of extracting reserves that previously could not be tapped.”
Other views on peak oil contradict the Lee’s views. In July 2010, insurer Lloyd’s of London and UK’s Chatham House
jointly issued a study which warned of “catastrophic consequences” for businesses that fail to prepare for a world of
increasing oil scarcity. Other signs pointing to future supply disruptions have led to oil stockpiling by countries,
including China, Singapore, India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Indonesia. China had, between 2006 and 2009, built up
more than 100 million barrels of crude oil in only its first phase of stockpiling.
Oil producing countries like Russia and Venezuela have exhibited resource nationalism, repudiating contacts with the
oil majors. Meanwhile, as existing oil fields mature and are depleted, large new fields are becoming increasingly rare
and costly to recover. Alternative and renewable fuels are slated as a solution, but each alternative faces its own
sets of challenges in production, handling and mass adoption. 
Energy yardstick
Specifically for Singapore, Ng advocates the introduction and use of Energy Returns on Energy Invested (EROEI) as
a yardstick for new projects in Singapore’s policy considerations. This metric measures the amount of energy
produced from investing a certain amount of energy into a project. “A robust EROEI index will yield a more accurate
picture of the true cost of new energy supplies for Singapore’s increasingly energy-intensive economy and its future
vulnerability”, he wrote. This will help in evaluating which alternative fuels and national projects to invest in, and
which should be stopped.
“Projects which fail EROEI tests may have to be modified or even cancelled. This could well include the two casinos,
motor racing industry, budget air travel and mass tourism industries”, he predicted. Consequently, this should lead to
a sea change in the direction and focus of the country’s energy policies, requiring policy makers and legislators to
re-examine the country's economic model.
In conclusion, Ng alluded to an idea from US historian and anthropologist Joseph Tainter’s 1988 classic, The Collapse
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of Complex Societies (http://www.amazon.com/Collapse-Complex-Societies-Studies-
Archaeology/dp/052138673X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1308822183&sr=1-1). He wrote: “Any eco-system
that uses more resources than it produces cannot survive”. Strategic reductions in energy consumption with a bent
to increase conservation might prove necessary for a sustainable future for the country. And so, "Singapore must
devote time and patience to ask thoughtful questions about its energy challenges if it is serious about building a
sustainable, meaningful and worthy society."
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